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Diola religious representations of the French in twentieth-century Senegal 
have focused on the impact of specific colonial policies and the challenges posed by 
missionary campaigns of religious proselytization. While Europeans have been in 
contact with the Diola of Senegambia since .. the fifteenth century, they did not gain 
effective control over Diola communities until the waning years of the nineteenth.1 
Although relatively few Diola communities engaged in violent resistance to the 
French occupation, colonial officials were confronted by persistent non-compliance 
with their efforts to collect taxes, recruit forced labor, and carry out military 
conscription. They quickly identified leaders of the Diola traditional religion 
(awasena) as the leaders of this opposition and set out to undermine their authority 
within their home communities. Simultaneously, they sought to make their newly 
acquired territories profitable, encouraging the dissemination of high-yielding 
varieties of Asiatic rice (oryza sativa) and the farming of such cash crops as 
groundnuts. Opportunities to earn money in the urban areas of Senegal and the 
Gambia lured an increasing number of young men and women to seek work in 
what Diola elders labelled as "European country" (essouk ehloumo), places 
dominated by European customs rather than those of the Diola. 
This paper will examine the representations of French "otherness" that 
developed among the Diola during the colonial era, focusing on the prophetic 
movement of a woman named Alinesitoue, during the Second World War, as well 
lFor a discussion of precolonial Diola history, see my Shrines of the Slave Trade: Diola 
Religion and Society in Pre-Colonial Senegambia, forthcoming. The oral histories on which this 
paper is primarily based were gathered during field work in Senegambia in 1974-1975, 1976, 1977-
1979, 1987, and 1988. 
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as the incorporation of the French into a system of representations of witches 
(kusaye). Alinesitoue's movement developed in response to an intensifying French 
presence in the form of renewed military conscription and forced labor, increased 
taxation, and a dramatic increase in missionary activity which culminated in the 
creation of a separate apostolic vicariate for the Casamance, in 1939. To 
Alinesitoue, the French were powerful agents of a new order, a European country 
(essouk ehloumo), which threatened to destroy the special relationship the Diola 
had with the land, with African rice (oryza glaberrima), and with their supreme 
being, Emitai. During a period of severe drought as well as increasing French 
intervention, she taught of a renewed commitment to Diola forms of agriculture and 
an opening up of Diola religion to the less fortunate, to women, and to people of all 
ages. Through her teachings she hoped to prevent the transformation of a Diola 
land into European country.2 
Probably the oldest religious representations of Europeans have to do with 
their physical appearance as white or reddish beings, the former of which were 
associated with certain types of spirits (ammahl) that could be seen by people with 
"eyes," but not by people with ordinary powers of sight. These ammahl were often 
described as having long hair, thus reinforcing the resemblance between nineteenth-
century Europeans and certain types of Diola spirits. While some ammahl offered 
their powers through the mediation of shrine elders, on behalf of an entire 
community, others were capable of bestowing wealth, skill in hunting or crafts, and 
many children, while demanding a price for their gifts. This price was often the life 
of a child or a relative's child, the "strength" of a limb or an eye, or other such 
items that could be surrendered to these powerful beings. When ammahl offered to 
bestow specific advantages on individuals, they insisted that their beneficiaries enter 
into Faustian bargains in which humans had to surrender something of value. 
To many Diola the European colonial presence bore striking resemblances to 
the activities of these ammahl. When the French first began to extend their 
sovereignty over the lower Casamance region of Senegal in the 1820s, they 
2For a more detailed analysis on Alinesitoue's teachings, see: Marilyn Waldman with Robert 
M. Baum, "Innovation as Renovation: The Prophet as an Agent of Change," in Michael A. 
Williams and Martin S. Jaffee, eds., Religious Innovation (Mouton, forthcoming); Jean Girard, 
Gentse du pouvoir charismatique en Basse Casamance (Senegal) (Dakar, 1969), passim. 
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promised to respect Diola autonomy and religious institutions. 3 They promised to 
end the frequent warfare and raiding that had developed during several hundred 
years of slave trading in the region. Tuey provided stable markets for Diola rice, 
wax, and cattle hides. Furthermore, they made no mention of taxes. Like the 
ammahl, however, the French eventually demanded a price for their services. They 
did not ask for the spiritual essence of limbs or children. By the 1880s these people 
who resembled the ammahl, but who were visible to everyone, demanded mundane 
payments, initially in wild rubber, an item that was quickly replaced with rice, and 
finally, with money. 
While the Diola developed techniques of tax resistance that exasperated local 
French officials throughout the colonial era, certain colonial initiatives were more 
successful in disrupting the social and spiritual unity of the community. Four 
French initiatives were particularly important in this respect: first, the identification 
of awasena elders as leaders of the opposition to colonial rule and a series of French 
initiatives to break authority of these leaders;4 second, the introduction of a cash 
crop (groundnuts) that provided Diola men with ways of paying a head tax and 
encouraged them to abandon rice cultivation to their wives and female relations;S 
third, the introduction of high-yield Asiatic rice, which was seen as having no 
spiritual tie to the land of the lower Casamance; and fourth, the introduction of 
missionaries offering the technologies (reading, writing, and Western medicine) 
3Treaties signed by Diola communities during 1he nineteentli century often included clauses 
that protected the autonomy of Diola religious institutions and prohibited French interference in 
Diola township affairs. Baum, Shrines, Ch. 6. 
4In 1941, local officials saw themselves as having two primary goals: "to destroy the 
authority and the harmful power of 1he 'fetishers' and, at 1he same time, to abolish in the minds of 
the population, the superstitious fear that they inspire." Direction Generate des Affaires Politique, 
Administratives et Sociales, March 4, 1941, Memorandum to 1he Governor of Senegal, ANS 130 
13, Versement 17, "Affaire Alinesitoue Diatta." On French efforts to undermine religious leaders 
in the 1920s see R.M. Baum, "Crimes of the Dream World: French Trials of Diola Witches," 
paper presented at the University of Warwick's Conference on Law, Labor, and Crime, 1983. 
5For a description of the centrality of rice cultivation in the Diola economy, see Paul 
Pelissier, Les Paysans du Senegal (St. Yrieix, 1966), passim. For its importance in a Diola 
religious system, see Baum, Shrines, Ch. 2. 
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and religions of the colonial era, whose teachings directly challenged the unity of 
Diola communities. 6 
All of these initiatives were designed to create a "European country," the 
model of which already existed in the colonial capitals of Dakar and Bathurst. 
These cities were places without the spirit shrines (ukine) that were essential for 
Diola ritual practice and without cemeteries where Diola could bury their dead. 
These were lands where they were told that their religion could not be practiced; that 
they were in the "land of the Europeans" where they should follow the "religion of 
the Europeans." This new religious tradition, however, appeared to be rooted 
neither in a community nor in the land. Dakar and Bathurst were places with 
established hierarchies, where Diola worked for Europeans or for non-Diola, and 
where the individual pursuit of wealth was an important quest. In many ways, the 
"European country" was an almost perfect inversion of Diola society. 
· It was within this atmosphere of growing tension between French colonial 
and religious authorities and the Diola of southern Senegal, that a Diola woman 
named Alinesitoue grew up. As a young labor migrant in the capital city of Dakar, 
Alinesitoue began to have visions of the supreme being, Emitai. At the instruction 
of Emitai, Alinesitoue returned to her home community of Kabrousse where, in 
1942, she introduced several new spirit shrines that could provide a more effective 
means of communicating with the supreme being and that were specially charged 
with helping the Diola obtain badly needed rain. While there was a long-standing 
Diola tradition of direct revelation from the supreme being, Alinesitoue was unusual 
in her emphasis on ongoing revelations. 7 According to the teachings of 
Alinesitoue, Emitai was vitally concerned with the welfare of the Diola and had 
revealed Itself to Alinesitoue as a way of summoning the Diola back to the traditions 
that the French were encouraging them to neglect. 
Central to her teachings was the rejection of French agricultural policies in 
the lower Casamance region. Specifically, she urged people to continue to grow 
Diola varieties of rice, rather than following French policies of adopting Asiatic 
6see Robert M. Baum, "The Emergence of a Diola Christianity," Africa, 90, 3 (1990). 
7Interviews with Paponah Diatta, Mlomp-Etebemaye, 3/21/78; Goolai Diatta, Kabrousse, 
4/29/78; Sambouway Assin, Kagnout-Bruhinban, 12/17/78; Siopama Diedhiou, Kadjinol-Kafone, 
2/16/78. 
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rices that offered higher yields, but were more susceptible to drought. Oryza 
glaberrima varieties of rice, which were first domesticated in the Niger-Gambia-
Casamance area, were seen as gifts of Emitai that enabled the Diola to fulfill their 
basic obligation of growing rice. 8 Alinesitoue taught the Diola to regard the new 
rice varieties as foreign, rice not belonging to Diola land, and which Emitai would 
regard as foreign. 9 Indeed, the new rice was seen as part of a French plan to 
transform the land into a European country, where European religion was practiced. 
Such policies resulted in Emitai's frequent withholding of rain in the 1930s and 
early 1940s and crop failures, which were particularly acute in paddies planted with 
"European" rice. While Alinesitoue did not ban the new forms of rice altogether, 
she did insist that only Diola rice could be used in Diola rituals. 
She did ban a new crop introduced by the French, the groundnut. She was 
well aware of the diminishing attention given to rice cultivation in Muslim Diola 
areas bordering the Gambia, where people grew groundnuts, and how the burden 
of rice cultivation had been shifted from men to women. Groundnut cultivation 
struck at the heart of a family mode of production in which husband and wife 
shared the burdens of labor-intensive rice cultivation. Men and their sons spent 
their time growing groundnuts and left the arduous tasks of plowing the paddies 
and building irrigation dams and protective dikes to their already overworked 
spouses and daughters. Furthermore, groundnuts disrupted a ritual calendar that 
was focused on various stages in the preparation, cultivation, and harvesting of 
rice, the staple crop not only of the Diola diet, but of the Diola imagination. In her 
critique of French agricultural policies, Alinesitoue became a powerful 
spokesperson for a Diola moral economy. She reaffirmed a central Diola idea of 
8Rice cultivation was seen as part of a covenant between the Diola who worked the fields and 
Emitai who provided life-giving rainfall. Francis Snyder collected a Diola proverb that indicates 
the centrality of Diola rice farming: "The Diola was created in order that he farm [rice]." Francis 
Snyder, "L'Evolution du droit fancier diola de Basse Casamance (Republique du Senegal)" (Ph.D. 
Dissertation, University of the Sorbonne, 1974), 170. See also Baum, Shrines, Ch. 2. Interviews 
with Dionsal Diedhiou, Kadjinol-Kafone, ll/2n7; Antoine Houmandrissah Diedhiou, Kadjinol-
Kafone, ll/9n7. On the origins of oryza glaberrima, see Roland Porteres, "Berceaux agricoles 
primaires sur le continent africain," Journal of African History, 3 (1962), 195-211. 
91nterviews with Ramon Sambou, Kadjinol-Ebankine, 7/28/76; Father Djemakoon, 
Senghalene, ll/24/78. 
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rice fanning as a sacred task that provided grain for both food and trade, but which 
could not be neglected for more ephemeral types of agricultural production. 
She also spoke out at against those Diola Christians who had turned away 
from a Diola religious path that bound them to rice cultivation, to Diola land, and to 
the supreme being, Emitai. A European path, fostered by French missionaries, was 
seen as disruptive of the spiritual unity necessary for the successful completion of 
rain rituals that could counter drought. As one elder suggested, Diola converts' 
refusal to participate in rain rituals had disastrous effects: "Christians broke the 
country .... The Christians came and it stopped raining." 10 Just as the French 
officials encouraged Diola farmers to choose seed that was not connected to the 
land, other Frenchmen encouraged them to choose a religious path that belonged to 
a European country. the result was the same. The land was without life-giving 
water. The French efforts to transform Diola land into a European country brought 
drought, hunger, and the increased migration of young people to .the cities. As a 
song of prayer attributed to Alinesitoue suggests: 
Oh! God! Pardon us. 
Give us water, thanks to our "charity" 
Because the French have plunged us into farnine.11 
Finally, she spoke out against the growing pursuit of personal wealth that 
undermined community solidarity. This process, which most Diola saw as 
beginning with Diola participation in the Atlantic slave trade, was responsible for 
the growing emphasis on wealth as a means of acquiring ritual office.12 This had 
been given new form in French encouragement of groundnut farming and rural 
10Interview with Ramon Sambou, Kadjinol-Ebankine, 7/28/76; interview with Terence 
Galandiou Diouf Sambou, Kadjinol-Ebankine, 3/30/78. 
11Song of Alinesitoue cited in Girard, Gentse, 353. 
12The growing wealth generated by Diola slave traders in the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries had led to the introduction of a series of new spirit shrines that emphasized wealth as a 
means to acqnire ritual office. Baum, Shrines, Ch. 4. 
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migration to the cities. Both undermined the authority of shrine elders and a ritual 
calendar that was closely tied to rice cultivation. The shrine that Alinesitoue 
introduced for dissemination in Diola communities emphasized community 
solidarity and access to spiritual power without distinction of age, sex, or amount 
of wealth. At her shrine of Kasila, the wealthy were expected to provide sacrificial 
cattle, but their contributions did not provide them with privileged access to the 
shrine's esoteric knowledge or to its ritual offices. Priests were chosen by 
divination, rather than from small groups of wealthy elders. Alinesitoue's shrines 
opened up Diola religion in new ways, to women and the young, while reaffirming 
charismatic modes of priestly selection over the privileges of seniority or new 
sources of wealth. 
Alinesitoue's new shrines of Kasila and Houssahara attracted pilgrims from 
throughout the Diola areas of the Casamance and from neighboring peoples. Her 
rejection of French agriculture and French religion indirectly encouraged Diola 
peasants to intensify their resistance to French taxes. Villagers often reminded 
French tax collectors of how they had done nothing for the community but still 
demanded a tax and contrasted that with Alinesitoue, who helped procure rain, yet 
demanded nothing.1 3 By early in 1943, this growing tension produced an armed 
revolt in two Diola villages. It was quickly suppressed, but the French blamed 
Alinesitoue. Painfully aware of their lack of manpower in the region during the 
waning days of Vichy rule, local officials panicked. They arrested Alinesitoue and 
took her to the regional capital for trial under the Indigenat. Her crime was 
described as "having incited the people of the province of Oussouye to systematic 
disobedience."14 She was sentenced to ten years' imprisonment in the French 
Soudan. She never returned, and her fate is not a matter of public knowledge. 15 
After her arrest the drought returned. The harvest of 1943-1944 was as bad 
as the years before Alinesitoue had begun to teach. The French arrest of Emitai's 
13rnterview with Lamine Diedhiou, Ziguinchor, 2/1(19. 
14Girard, Genese, 225. 
!Sr was told by the late Tete Diadhiou, the interpreter who accompanied the French who 
arrested Alinesitoue, that I would need an order from the Senegalese Supreme Court before he could 
let me know what happened to her. Interview with Tete Diadhiou, Ziguinchor, 1/25(19. 
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messenger was a bitter blow: "When the Europeans seized her, they broke the 
country." 16 
In the short period of her teachings, however, Alinesitoue introduced 
several new shrines. More important, she placed a new emphasis on the supreme 
being's involvement in Diola lives and she explained why Emitai had allowed the 
French to exercise power over them. Much as the ancient Hebrews saw a divine 
purpose behind the Assyrian conquest of Judea, the French were seen as the 
scourge of the Diola. As a song of Alinesitoue suggests, "But we can say that it is 
God who has led them to our homes, for nothing but to mistreat us."17 Through 
the experience of an intensified colonial experience, Emitai reminded the Diola of 
the nature of their religious path, the most spiritually powerful methods of 
agriculture on Diola land, and the short-lived promises of foreigners who sought to 
transform Diola land into a European country. To Alinesitoue and her followers, 
the French became a scourge upon the land, an agent of Emitai calling the Diola 
back to the awasena path with a renewed intensity. 
This focus on the prophetic movement of Alinesitoue and its representation 
of Europeans as a scourge trying to uproot the Diola from a special covenant with 
the land and Emitai, tells only part of the story. The second focuses on the growing 
association of Europeans with witchcraft. Witches are thought to have special 
powers, provided by Emitai, to "see" into the world of the spirit and to use their 
souls' ability to travel, but who use these powers to attack other people's souls. 
Witches represent the absolute inversion of Diola society. Unlike ordinary 
Diola, witches (kusaye) are organized in hierarchical groups and they are said to 
have sex with lepers as part of their nocturnal feasts. Because of the pink scarring 
caused by leprosy, lepers are often associated with white people. The witches' 
emphasis on the consumption of large quantities of meat, their constant pursuit of 
wealth, and their emphasis on hierarchy are associated with Europeans as well.18 
16rnterview with Ramon Sambou. Kadjinol-Ebankine, 7 /28/76. 
17Girard, Genese. 352. 
18The Diola term for wealthy person, aousanome, means "give me some"' in the imperative. 
Slave traders were also compared to witches. See Baum, "Crimes,"' passim. Interviews with 
Dionsal Diedhiou and Elizabeth Sambou, Kadjinol-Kafone, 7 /1/78; Siopama Diedhiou, Kadjinol-
Kafone, 4/14/78. 
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Diola who hoard wealth or seek to gain power over others are often thought of as 
witches. These are ordinary behaviors of the Europeans that the Diola encountered 
in the colonial administration, in the workplace, and even in the mission station. 
While I am uncertain of the exact date of this phenomenon, there has been 
an increasing association of European goods with witchcraft. Europeans are said to 
come to meetings of witches in the marshes along the Casamance River. As a 
person approaches the area near Pointe St. Georges, where witches are said to 
meet, people with "eyes" to see into the world of the spirit will find bottles of 
perfume, tables, chairs, cooking oil, and cars left by Europeans visiting the 
meetings of witches. 19 These meetings have become international, including a 
variety of Europeans and other Senegalese. The material goods that the groundnut 
growers, the rural migrants to urban areas, and those who insist on growing 
foreign rice are so determined to pursue are all available at the nocturnal gatherings 
of witches. These gathering spots of witches became nocturnal "European 
countries," visible only to those people with special "eyes." 
It must be remembered, however, that witches are people whose souls 
travel in the night, attacking and consuming other people's souls. Diola souls are 
said to reside in the blood, the water of the body. The blood is like the sap of the 
palm tree and the water of the rice paddies. Those who eat it literally dry up the 
person whom they attack. Indeed, the term for witches, kusaye, is linked to the 
word "to dry up." Witches manifest European preoccupations with meat, wealth, 
and power, and like Europeans they sap the life blood of the community. Just as 
witches create internal droughts that ultimately lead to the death of their victims, so 
have Europeans, through the introduction of foreign crops, seeds, and religion, 
created a drought on the land. Both Europeans and witches affirmed the values of a 
"European country," the former of the day and the latter of the night. Each had to 
be combatted through the reaffirmation of Diola traditions and the awasena religious 
path. Alinesitoue and those battling against witches were fighting the same war, to 
preserve a Diola land and keep it from becoming a European country. 
19rnterview with Siopama Diedhiou, Kakjinol-Kafone, 4/19/78. Group discussions with 
Bertha Aketeloute Diedhiou, Acoboodjet Sambou, and Siopama Diedhiou, Kadjinol-Kafone, • 
8/10/78; Dionsal Diedhiou and Elizabeth Sambou, Kadjinol-Kafone, 7 /1/78. 
